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Google seeks to ease privacy concerns over its
new selfie app

The Google Arts & Culture app matches your selfie with art from museum collections. Image by: Google

A Google program can match people's selfies to works of art from a huge collection. The program

then encourages users to share the side-by-side images on social media. 

The Google Arts & Culture app recently jumped to the top spot in the iTunes App Store. 

New App Was Introduced In December

The popularity of the program put it ahead of YouTube, Instagram and Facebook Messenger app.

However, it has also drawn concerns from some that the privacy of the users may be at risk. They

question how Google uses people's photos. Some fear they could be used in other ways without

permission. 

The latest version of the Google Arts & Culture app allows users to match their selfies with

portraits. The portraits come from more than 1,200 museums in over 70 countries. Some of the

artwork dates back hundreds of years. 
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The selfie feature has been offered since mid-December. However, the program grabbed attention

as more users shared their matches. They took to Facebook, Twitter and Instagram over the

Martin Luther King Jr. holiday weekend. Users ended up with matches from unlikely to "spot-on."

Some have also tested out the app using their dogs and pictures of famous people.

Questions Raised About User Privacy

Not everyone was willing to snap away, however. Some people expressed worry over the privacy of

the information users have been sending to Google. The app uses facial recognition technology,

which has become advanced lately. 

Actress Alyssa Milano tweeted about the app. She questioned "this google app that matches your

face to a piece of fine art. Anyone suspicious of just surrendering your facial recognition to

google?"

The app studies a person's face in the selfie, including the position of the head. It then compares

the photo to a collection of artwork to find matches.

Google says that the selfies are not being used for any other purpose. "Google is not using these

selfies for anything other than art matches," Patrick Lenihan said. He is a Google spokesman.

The app says that Google "will only store your photo for the time it takes to search for matches."

Facial Recognition Technology Getting More Advanced

The Arts & Culture app is one of the latest examples of face recognition technology. Computer

programs can recognize a person without being told who it is. They can learn a face from earlier

photos. 

Google already uses the technology in its Photos service, which 500 million people use every

month. The program sorts pictures by people, places and things. It asks users to share photos they

have taken of their friends, whom the service recognizes, too.

Google's image recognition continues to make progress. A new feature was added to Photos in

October that lets users sort pictures of their pets. It can even tell one dog breed from another. 

Other programs are improving, too. In December, Facebook began telling users who appeared on

the social network without being tagged. That was designed to improve users' privacy. However, it

also highlighted how well Facebook's platform recognizes people's faces. It does not require much

information from users. 

In September, Apple's Face ID, introduced with its latest smartphone, started a debate. Some

voiced concerns over the safety of using a person's face to unlock the device. Faces can also be used

for programs that make payments on the new iPhone.


